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Road map

● "Chat race" game to warm up a little
● A triangular schema defining context of relevant work
● Brief review of scalability, divide and conquer, and the 

software ecosystem concept
● Some aspects of the Bioconductor ecosystem
● Some prospects for productive evolution of ecosystem 

management - an illustration with S. Davis' GHA 
workflow-4-workshop infrastructure



Chat races

Given: a "sub-quote" - a notorious phrase to which certain 
substitutions are applied

To win points, be the first to chat the name of the author of 
the original phrase



Example: 

Notorious phrase: To consult the statistician after an experiment 
is finished is often merely to ask him to conduct a post mortem 
examination. He can perhaps say what the experiment died of.

Sub-quote for game: To consult computer scientists after a 
program has been coded is often merely to provoke them to 
propose that a different language be used.  They can perhaps say 
why the original choice was a fatal one.

The answer here would be: Ronald A. Fisher



First race

Sub-quote: All programs are wrong; some are more 
useful than others

To whom is the original remark on which this is based 
attributed?  Be the first to put their name in the chat



Second race

Sub-quote: Bioconductor is the most successful genomic 
analysis platform.  Those who ignore it are condemned to 
reinvent it.

To whom is the original remark on which this is based 
attributed?



Third race

It takes a software ecosystem to raise a compelling 
analysis in multimodal single cell genomics

Who popularized the proverb from which this is 
derived?



Fourth race

I shall not today attempt to define "compelling analysis in  
multimodal single-cell genomics" but I know it when I see 
it. 

What is the name of the Supreme Court justice who 
wrote the original quote in the context of an obscenity 
trial?



Fifth race

To create a Bioconductor package
is to battle with trolls in the vaults of WRE and the build 
system

To run BiocCheck over one's package
is to sit in judgment over oneself



THE GAME … I HOPE YOU ENJOYED THE GAME … I HOPE 

It was not pure frivolity.  Is "all models are wrong" true, 
but "all programs are wrong" false?  Should 
Bioconductor be reinvented?  What is a software 
ecosystem?  What makes a multimodal single cell 
analysis compelling/reliable -- can we define it?   And 
what about BiocCheck?  Where did its criteria for 
warning or error come from?
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Some connections to ongoing discussions
● From benchmarking section:

○ Leverage single cell eQTL? (e.g. doi: 10.1038/s41467-020-14457-z) Through 
GTEx, we have a large set of known tissue and cell-type-specific eQTL to 
benchmark methods. We should  expect to find relationships at single cell level 
when we see them in bulk.

● What's a good representation/API for GTEx?
● From spatial/scProteomics:

○ Reuse concepts and structures in atmospheric modeling/GIS
● How do we coordinate global efforts on integrative data structure 

design and analysis methods?
● Can we plan first and then act, or do we always need to experiment first and then 

refine/synthesize?
○ Example of TreeSummarizedExperiment

https://bioconductor.org/packages/TreeSummarizedExperiment/


Interesting innovation in dynamic visualization: Kris

 

uses observablehq.com





Basic facts

● It takes an ecosystem to make an analysis
● It takes an ecosystem to make an ecosystem
● Where do you begin?

○ Functions, packages, data structures, … ?
● Claim: Two elements are fundamental

○ Ecosystem builder
○ Evolutionary strategy

● Fun fact: software ecosystem health assessment is a thing!









CHAOSS obtains metadata about project management such as licensing, issue longevity, CoC, ...



What does Bioconductor need to be a superb 
platform for multimodal single-cell genomics?
● Support development of efficient data containers/data 

services
● Support software developers in achievement of scalability in 

their tools
● Support end-users in adoption and successful use



Some themes
● A system is scalable if its throughput can be increased through 

cost-effective additions to its "capacity"
○ Adding cores or RAM is preferred to reformatting data is 

preferred to refactoring/ rewriting code
● Designing new methods for scalability is intrinsically hard and 

unstable IT and rapid change in biotechnology makes it harder
● All the components of a software ecosystem need to be jointly 

tested in realistic settings
○ We are all engaged in continuous integration/continuous 

distribution(CI/CD), whether we like it or not, and 
components and underlying platforms at developer, 
tester/builder, or user end can change at any time



Personal thoughts
● "Divide and conquer" is a reasonable strategy for achieving 

scalability for various common tasks in genomic data science
○ Decomposable (random-access) data representations; 

programming for data access, sparsity, fault tolerance, ... 
○ "Divide and conquer" seems hard to implement in social 

coding and organic software ecosystem development
● "Mileage" is a useful concept: use "high-mileage" tools that 

have been found reliable and robust in practice
● For very new biotechnologies, with emphasis on speed of 

deployment, these principles can be hard to adopt
● Containerization and automated CI/CD are helpful but have 

their own costs



Socializing divide and conquer is challenging:  Brainstorm comment: Everyone thinks their 
problem/method is unique, so tools proliferate, even though they may implement very similar algorithms 
...



"Bioconductor" centrality: bio-biotech-data science-...
● ~20 years of R-based solutions to problems arising in 

genome-scale assays
○ Preprocessing: parsing idiosyncratic formats, deriving 

quantifications, bias assessment, single-sample and 
multisample transformations for comparability

○ Object designs: increasing reliability through tight binding of 
metadata to assay data: X[G,S] endomorphisms

○ Annotation: platforms, genomes, pathways, ontologies, 
easily joined to assays

○ Visualization and analysis: capitalizing on R/CRAN, and 
extending the package and repository concepts



Package
A package is a set of functions and documents that includes a collection of tests of 
function correctness and adequacy, and passes these tests

The tests should exercise all the functions in realistic ways.  Tests should include 
random inputs and requests -- repeating the same tests over and over again 
should be avoided, although this has some value when the underlying platform is 
changing over time

A package may have the capacity to be usable on different technological 
platforms.  When this is achieved, the package is called "portable".

A package may require the existence of other packages



Virtues and costs of software packages
● Virtues

○ Modularity: address a limited class of tasks
○ Protocols for documentation and testing; issue tracking
○ Management, maintenance, portability systematized

● Costs
○ Dilemmas:

■ dependency on other packages vs. self-sufficiency
■ between maintaining stability for users vs. rapid introduction 

of new features and improvements 
○ Management, maintenance, portability become obligations 

requiring effort in addition to research progress



Ecosystem

A software ecosystem is a collection of packages that includes a 
collection of package interoperability tests, and passes the tests

An ecosystem can be deployed on one or more technological 
platforms (e.g., operating systems or cloud computing systems) 
and co-evolves with different platforms that are changing at 
different rates



Giotto's implicit cross-language support (user consents)
> VC_small <- createGiottoObject(raw_exprs = expr_path, spatial_locs = loc_path)
Consider to install these (optional) packages to run all possible Giotto 
commands:  MAST trendsceek multinet RTriangle FactoMiner
 Giotto does not automatically install all these packages as they are not 
absolutely required and this reduces the number of dependenciesInstall a 
miniconda Python environment for Giotto? (Yes/no/cancel) yes

 |---- install giotto environment ----| 
Collecting package metadata (current_repodata.json): done
Solving environment: done

## Package Plan ##

  environment location: /Users/stvjc/Library/r-miniconda/envs/giotto_env

  added / updated specs:
    - python



Two strategic approaches to consider for R+python

1) basilisk (Aaron Lun): Infrastructure support for Bioc-python 
interoperation -- a base conda environment is stored in user cache 
area, keyed to current Bioc/basilisk version; client packages specify 
exact name and version of python modules desired, which are 
acquired and cached as needed

2) BiocSklearn and other basilisk-client packages to expose numerical 
and statistical components of interest

 -> Be precise about versions
 -> Don't go it alone!

https://bioconductor.org/packages/basilisk/
https://bioconductor.org/packages/BiocSklearn/


Core packages installed with basilisk

 



Upon first use of BiocSklearn::skPCA, 11 python packages are added to conda env for BiocSklearn



Claim: the heart of the ecosystem is its 
build system/build governance

Bioconductor's principles:
● Three platforms (linux, windows, 

mac)
● Two streams: release, devel
● Track R's versioning (devel 

Oct-March, release April-Sept)
● Fast enough for biotech (point 

release every 6 months)
● Limited back-compatibility (to drop 

a component, deprecate for one 
release, then defunct)

● Software, annotation, and 
experiment packages are all 
first-class citizens

● Package dependencies limited to 
CRAN and Bioconductor



To support 1844 Bioc software packages, need 3862 total packages (including CRAN)



Opportunities for build system/ecosystem/users

● Containerization of builder infrastructure
● Binary package repositories for container users
● Continuous integration/delivery via github actions
● Data services
● Analysis services: GA4GH Tool Registry Service, and 

Workflow Execution Service are standards to watch for 
large genomic workflows



Example from Sean Davis: workshop components

 



"workshop" concept deployed in support of this talk
 





github actions builds a formatted site

 



The "article" illustrates use of HSDS/restfulSE

 





Conclusions
● Rapid evolution in biotech and information technology 

lead to unstable software development situations
● Team coordination is crucial to avoid needless 

redundancy and gain mileage on all components
● Pain points for developers should be eased with 

continuous integration enhancements
○ Github actions should play a useful role

● GA4GH standards (TRS, WES) should be revisited 
frequently


